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Clear Touch Chorus™ (formerly Canvas) is an interactive whiteboard application that combines 
impressive whiteboard, annotation, and presentation tools to provides a unified learning 
experience for students and teachers alike.

This powerful edtech solution gives users the ability to write
on an infinite canvas and use a live browser that makes it easy
to open, save, and access unlimited browsers within a single
presentation. No more need to hyperlink, save bookmarks, or
jump out of the presentation into third-party applications. Build
everything within the Chorus environment and store the session
in any of the leading cloud services. This robust software
solution supports Mac, Windows, and Android platforms. It also
supports flash player, which gives you access to a wide range
of the most popular educational games.

Clear Touch Chorus™ gives teachers a convenient way to bring
multiple assets into one space for fewer class distractions and
easier lesson creation. Teachers no longer have to leave a

whiteboard feature to pull up other images, YouTube videos,
or other websites. Instead, they can gather all digital resources
needed into one space and then annotate, write, and create
in one Chorus session during the class. Having all of this
information in one place can reduce the time teachers spend
with their back to the class while they search for items. After
class is finished, the teachers can then save the lesson to the
cloud for future use.

Specially designed to support learning in K-12 classrooms, Clear
Touch Chorus™ combines the visual benefits of a traditional
whiteboard with the innovation of the latest digital technology.
Just power up your Clear Touch panel, open Chorus, and start
teaching without limits.
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FULL TOOLSET
Access on-screen calculators, rulers, 
graphing tools, and other STEM tools 
for enhanced interactive learning.

SECURE CLOUD-BASED STORAGE
Embrace the flipped classroom concept 
by recording audio and video for each 
session and saving it in the cloud.

OPEN ALL MEDIA TYPES
Videos, pictures, flash games, notes, 
and more — Chorus gives you the 
flexibility to addany media type into  
a single workspace.

VIDEOS WITHOUT THE ADS
Chorus lets you add YouTube videos 
directly into the canvas while stripping 
out unwanted video ads, comments and 
suggested videos.

EXPANDED VIDEO CONTROL
Easily project video from a document 
camera, tablet, or smartphone directly 
onto the canvas.

UNLIMITED LIVE WEB BROWSERS
Open as many self-bookmarking live 
browsers as you want, without leaving 
the application.

UNLIMITED SPACE, UNLIMITED CANVASES
There are no boundaries to a canvas and no limit to how many canvases you can create.
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